
MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Two weeks or one month programs in Sarajevo, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina



Dear friends,
It is our great pleasure to welcome you to one of the most beautiful cities in 
South-Eastern Europe, Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
You will be a part of our community of doctors and medical practitioners with 
the possibility to gain additional knowledge and experience in one of our best 
hospitals, the general hospital “Prim.dr.Abdulah Nakaš” Sarajevo, supported by 
best tutors.
It would be a great honor and pleasure to be your host for a month or two weeks 
in this beautiful city.
Kind regards,
The Panacea team.

Welcome Letter



A heart-shaped country, lying in the heart of Europe, is no stranger to many 
cultures that have left mark during the centuries. The geographical position of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina makes it accessible by travelers from all parts of the 
world – four international airports are connected with daily lines to major 
airports in Europe and Middle East.

Bosnia and Herzegovina is an unexplored jewel, with abundance of 
breath-taking landscapes, small cozy towns and down-to-earth people. 
Whether you are looking for a more active vacation with hiking or sports, or 
prefer a comfortable stay in the city, our country will suit you.

The currency in use is “Konvertibilna Marka” (BAM). Exchange offices and ATM 
machines can be found everywhere. 

The exchange rate to euro (€) is fixed at 1 EUR = 1,95583 BAM.

About Bosnia and Herzegovina



Little More ...



A city of approx. 520.000 people nestled in between lush mountains and evergreen 
forests. Otherwise known as the “European Jerusalem”, it was a cultural hub for 
600 years between the eastern empires and the western kingdoms. It’s a city with 
chilly winters and warm summers, with magnificent architecture that marks the 
different people that passed through Sarajevo leaving with them a blend of 
exquisite cuisine that is sure to satiate even the most refined palates. In the past 
decades, Sarajevo has been home to various world events ranging from the ’84 
Winter Olympics to the yearly world-accredited Sarajevo Film Festival.

Sarajevo is well known for its exciting nightlife. People love it to get together in 
numerous pubs and clubs, as well as to have a nice weekend on the emerald 
green mountains Jahorina and the Olympic mountain Bjelašnica, surrounding the 
city.

Welcome to Sarajevo



When it comes to your satisfaction, we do not take things lightly.
We started out as a group of 4 doctors who saw the potential of medical tourism in Bosnia & 

Herzegovina. It was a shame that this small, beautiful country with an abundance of skilled doctors 
and modern clinics wasn’t open to the world.

Being the first agency in Bosnia & Herzegovina to propose such a wide range of offers and procedures 
gave us the chance to be leaders in this business, and we know that the only way to stay ahead is 
to have our clients’ complete trust.

You will want to have access to one of the best facilities in Sarajevo, state of the art treatments and 
the best panel of healthcare professionals available. You will want to be in a relaxed but 
hard-working environment, in a place that does not overcharge you, in a country that offers 
everything and anything you might want or need, with an agency that’s there just for you.

After arriving in Sarajevo, we will be your main point of contact, so feel free to contact us whenever 
you have some questions or need any kind of help. We are gladly here to be at your service.

Looking forward to meeting you,

Web: www.panacea.ba
Email: contact@panacea.ba
GSM: +387 61 193 234 or +387 61 307 930

Your Host: PANACEA – International 
Medical Consulting



Our guest residents and specialists can choose between 2 weeks or 1 month 

    practice in the largest general hospital in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the general 

    hospital “Prim.dr. Abdulah Nakaš” Sarajevo.

A huge variety of medical branches and different programs to choose from.
Accommodation is included.
Great social program.
A possibility to explore Bosnia and Herzegovina through special tours offered by 
our partners.
A beautiful city, very well known for its vibrant night-life and friendly people.

What We Offer

Don’t miss it !!!



Established in 1866 by the 
Turkish empire as a military 
hospital.
The largest general hospital 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Since April 2017 it is 
accredited by “akaz” as a 
children-friendly hospital. 
For more info about the 
hospital visit www.obs.ba

About the General Hospital “Prim.dr. 
Abdulah Nakaš” Sarajevo



Trauma Center
Department for Internal Medicine (Rheumatology, Gastroenterology, 
Cardiology, Pulmology, Dermatovenerology, Infectious Diseases, Nuclear 
Medicine)
Department for Surgery (General and Abdominal Surgery, Orthopaedics, 
Urology, Ophtalmology, ENT Surgery)
Gynecology Department
Radiology Department (MRI, CT, ultrasound, radiography, mammography)
Department for Neurology
Department for Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
and many more.

Departments



You will be accommodated in your very own 2 rooms private 
apartment in Sarajevo, near the hospital.
The accommodation is included in the price !!!
The price for your accompanying persona is 0 EUR *

* One accompanying person

Accommodation



2 weeks – 749 EUR *
1 month – 999 EUR *

* Including accommodation

What will you get for your money ???
Registration fee includes reception at the airport, accommodation 
near the hospital, program at the general hospital with a dedicated 
mentor, and an official participation certificate issued by the hospital. 
Our team provides support to you during your stay in Sarajevo, 24/7. 

Registration Fee



The official language of the education program is ENGLISH.
The official langauges in Bosnia and Herzegovina are Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian.
As soon as the registration process and the fee payment is done we will send you:
❑ Information package

❑ Invitation letter

For any additional info, do not hesitate to contact us !!!

Additional Information



See you 
soon !!!


